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The BMW 3 Series (E36) Service Manual: 1992-1998 is a comprehensive, single
source of service information and specifications specifically for E36 platform BMW 3
Series models from 1989 to 1995. E36 models and engines covered: * 318i/is/iC (M42 1.8 liter engine) (M44 - 1.9 liter engine, OBD II) * 323is/iC (M52 - 2.5 liter engine, OBD
II) * 325i/is/iC (M50 - 2.5 liter engine) * 328i/is/iC (M52 - 2.8 liter engine, OBDII) * M3
(S50US - 3.0 liter engine) (S52US - 3.2 liter engine, OBD II)
The BMW 5 Series (E60, E61) Service Manual: 2004-2010 contains in-depth
maintenance, service and repair information for the BMW 5 Series from 2004 to 2010.
The aim throughout has been simplicity and clarity, with practical explanations, step-bystep procedures and accurate specifications. Whether you're a professional or a do-ityourself BMW owner, this manual helps you understand, care for and repair your BMW.
discuss repairs more intelligently with a professional technician. Models covered 525i
and 530i * M54 engine (2004-2005) * N52 engine (2006-2007) 528i * N52K engine
(2008-2010) 535i * N54 twin turbo engine (2008-2010) 545i * N62 V8 engine
(2004-2005) 550i * N62 TU V8 engine (2006-2010)
Saloon & Estate (Touring); 520i, 523i, 525i, 528i & 530i. Does NOT cover 535i, 540i or
M5 with V8 petrol engines or new 5-Series range introduced September 2003. Petrol:
2.0 litre (1991cc), 2.2 litre (2171cc), 2.5 litre (2494cc), 2.8 litre (2793cc) & 3.0 litre
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(2979cc) 6-cylinder.
In How to Super Tune and Modify Holley Carburetors, best selling author Vizard
explains the science, the function, and most importantly, the tuning expertise required
to get your Holley carburetor to perform its best for your performance application.
The BMW 3 Series (F30, F31, F34) Service Manual: 2012-2015 contains in-depth
maintenance, service and repair information for the BMW 3 Series from 2012 to 2015.
The aim throughout has been simplicity and clarity, with practical explanations, step-bystep procedures and accurate specifications. Whether you're a professional or a do-ityourself BMW owner, this manual helps you understand, care for and repair your 3
Series. Engines (Gasoline): N20 engine: 320i, 328i, including xDrive N26 (SULEV)
engine: 328i including xDrive N55 engine: 335i, including xDrive
Since its introduction in 1975, the BMW 3-series has earned a reputation as one of the
world's greatest sports sedans. Unfortunately, it has also proven one of the more
expensive to service and maintain. This book is dedicated to the legion of BMW
3-series owners who adore their cars and enjoy restoring, modifying, and maintaining
them to perfection; its format allows more of these enthusiasts to get out into the
garage and work on their BMWs-and in the process, to save a fortune. Created with the
weekend mechanic in mind, this extensively illustrated manual offers 101 projects that
will help you modify, maintain, and enhance your BMW 3-series sports sedan. Focusing
on the 1984-1999 E30 and E36 models, 101 Performance Projects for Your BMW
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3-Series presents all the necessary information, covers all the pitfalls, and assesses all
the costs associated with performing an expansive array of weekend projects.
This Bentley Manual is the only comprehensive, single source of service information
and specifications for BMW 3 Series (E30) cars from 1984-1990. Whether you're a
professional technician or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this manual will help you
understand, maintain, and repair every system on 3 Series cars.
BMW 3- & 5-Series Petrol (81 - 91) up to J 3-Series (E30) 316, 316i, 318i, 320i, 325i; Saloon,
Touring & Convertible (83 - 91, up to H). 5-Series (E28) 518, 518i, 525i, 528i, 535i, M535i;
Saloon (81 - 88, up to F). 5-Series (E34) 518i, 520i, 525i, 530i, 535i; Saloon & Touring (88 91, F to J). Does NOT cover models with DOHC, V8 or Diesel engines, or 4x4. For other 3- &
5-series models see manuals no. 0276, 0632, 0815, 1560 or 3210 Petrol: 1.6 litre (1596cc) 1.8
litre (1766 & 1795cc) 2.0 litre (1990cc). 2.5 litre (2494cc). 2.8 litre (2788cc) 3.0 litre (2986cc) &
3.5 litre (3430cc) SOHC.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern
world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Looks at the combustion basics of fuel injection engines and offers information on such topics
as VE equation, airflow estimation, setups and calibration, creating timing maps, and auxiliary
output controls.
With a Haynes manual, you can do it yourself…from simple maintenance to basic repairs.
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Haynes writes every book based on a complete teardown of the vehicle. We learn the best
ways to do a job and that makes it quicker, easier and cheaper for you. Our books have clear
instructions and hundreds of photographs that show each step. Whether you’re a beginner or
a pro, you can save big with Haynes!
The BMW Repair Manual: 7 Series (E32): 1988-1994 is the only comprehensive, single source
of service information, technical specifications, and wiring schematics available specifically for
the BMW 7 Series from 1988 to 1994. The aim throughout this manual has been simplicity,
clarity and completeness, with practical explanations, step-by-step procedures and accurate
specifications. Whether you're a repair professional or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this
manual will help you understand, care for and repair your E32 7 Series.
The ultimate service manuals! Bentley manuals are the only comprehensive, single source of
service information and specifications available for BMW cars. These manuals provide the
highest level of clarity and completeness for all service and repair procedures. Enthusiasts, doit-yourselfers, and professional technicians will appreciate the quality of photographs and
illustrations, theory of operation, and accurate step-by-step instructions. If you are looking for
better understanding of your BMW, look no further than Bentley. Even if you do not repair your
own vehicle, knowledge of its internal workings will help you when discussing repairs and
maintenance with your professional automotive technician. This Bentley Manual is the only
comprehensive, single source of service information and specifications available specifically for
BMW 5 Series from 1997 to 2002. The aim throughout this manual has been simplicity, clarity
and completeness, with practical explanations, step-by-step procedures and accurate
specifications. Whether you are a professional or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this manual will
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help you understand, care for and repair your E39 5 Series. Though the do-it-yourself BMW
owner will find this manual indispensable as a source of detailed maintenance and repair
information, the BMW owner who has no intention of working on his or her car will find that
reading and owning this manual will make it possible to discuss repairs more intelligently with a
professional technician.
If you're looking for better understanding of your BMW, look no further! This manual provides
the highest level of clarity and completeness for all service and repair procedures. Covers 525i,
530i, 535i, 540i, including touring.
BMW, that most performance-oriented of car companies, had no affordable sports roadster in
its line-up before 1995. Stung into action by Mazda's revival of the classic two-seater roadster,
the Germany company quickly staked its claim with the Z3, a classic long-nose, short-tail
design that used existing BMW mechanical hardware to good effect. This new book tells the
story of BMW's Z3 and Z4 two-seater roadsters and coupes, which since 1995 have been at
the forefront of the affordable sports car market. The history of the Z3 and both generations of
Z4 are covered as well as full specifications of all models; the formidable M Power derivatives
and a guide to buying and owning. The book is profusely illustrated with over 200 colour
photographs and diagrams. Contents include: Historical background to BMW's arrival in the
two-seater sports car market; Complete history of the Z3 and both generations of Z4; Full
specifications of all models; The formidable M Power derivatives; Guide to buying and owning.
Hatchback, including special/limited editions. Does NOT cover features specific to Dune
models, or facelifted Polo range introduced June 2005. Petrol: 1.2 litre (1198cc) 3-cyl & 1.4 litre
(1390cc, non-FSI) 4-cyl. Does NOT cover 1.4 litre FSI engines. Diesel: 1.4 litre (1422cc) 3-cyl
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& 1.9 litre (1896cc) 4-cyl, inc. PD TDI / turbo.
The light-duty vehicle fleet is expected to undergo substantial technological changes over the
next several decades. New powertrain designs, alternative fuels, advanced materials and
significant changes to the vehicle body are being driven by increasingly stringent fuel economy
and greenhouse gas emission standards. By the end of the next decade, cars and light-duty
trucks will be more fuel efficient, weigh less, emit less air pollutants, have more safety features,
and will be more expensive to purchase relative to current vehicles. Though the gasolinepowered spark ignition engine will continue to be the dominant powertrain configuration even
through 2030, such vehicles will be equipped with advanced technologies, materials,
electronics and controls, and aerodynamics. And by 2030, the deployment of alternative
methods to propel and fuel vehicles and alternative modes of transportation, including
autonomous vehicles, will be well underway. What are these new technologies - how will they
work, and will some technologies be more effective than others? Written to inform The United
States Department of Transportation's National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission standards, this new report from the National Research
Council is a technical evaluation of costs, benefits, and implementation issues of fuel reduction
technologies for next-generation light-duty vehicles. Cost, Effectiveness, and Deployment of
Fuel Economy Technologies for Light-Duty Vehicles estimates the cost, potential efficiency
improvements, and barriers to commercial deployment of technologies that might be employed
from 2020 to 2030. This report describes these promising technologies and makes
recommendations for their inclusion on the list of technologies applicable for the 2017-2025
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CAFE standards.
The BMW 4 Series Service Manual: 2014-2016 contains in-depth maintenance, service and
repair information for the BMW 4 Series from 2014 to 2016. The aim throughout has been
simplicity and clarity, with practical explanations, step-by-step procedures and accurate
specifications. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this manual helps
you understand, care for and repair your 4 Series.The do-it-yourself BMW owner will find this
manual indispensable as a source of detailed maintenance and repair information. Even if you
have no intention of working on your vehicle, you will find that reading and owning this manual
makes it possible to discuss repairs more intelligently with a professional
technician.Features:*Maintenance procedures from changing the cabin microfilter to replacing
and registering a new battery. This manual tells you what to do and how and when to do
it.*Front-to-rear fluid and lubricant service, including xDrive transfer case fluid and
ATF.*Cylinder head cover gasket and crankshaft seal replacement.*Cooling system,
thermostat and radiator service.*Gasoline fuel and ignition system diagrams and explanations
for turbo-valvetronic-direct injection (TVDI) engines.*Service and repair information on BMW
EfficientDynamics technology, such as Valvetronic, xDrive, TwinPower turbo, and DSC
(dynamic stability control).*Twin scroll (gasoline) turbocharger replacement for 4- and
6-cylinder engines.*Step-by-step variable camshaft timing (VANOS) service.*Suspension
repairs, including wheel bearing replacement.*Brakes, steering and ABS troubleshooting and
repair.*Heating and air-conditioning repair, including A/C component replacement.*Body and
lid repairs and adjustments, including Gran Coupe tailgate and rear doors.*Retractable hardtop
service, including electrical, mechanical and hydraulic component operation, locations and
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replacement.*Electrical system service, with an easy-to-use illustrated component locator
section.*Comprehensive wiring schematics, including fuses and grounds.*BMW OBD II
diagnostic trouble codes, SAE-defined OBD II P-codes, as well as basic scan tool
operation.*BMW factory tolerances, wear limits, adjustments and tightening
torques.Engines:*N20 engine: 428i, including xDrive*N26 (SULEV) engine: 428i including
xDrive*N55 engine: 435i, including xDriveManual transmissions:*GS6-17BG (4-cylinder
models)*GS6-45BZ (6-cylinder models, RWD)*GS6X-45BZ (6-cylinder models, with
xDrive)Automatic transmissions:*ZF GA8HP45Z
The BMW 7 Series (E38) Service Manual: 1995-2001 is a comprehensive source of service
information and technical specifications available for the BMW 7 Series models from 1995 to
2001. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this manual will help you
understand, care for and repair your car. Models, engines and transmissions covered: * 740i,
740iL: M60 4.0 liter, M62 or M62 TU 4.4 liter * 750iL: M73 or M73 TU 5.6 liter Engine
management systems (Motronic): * Bosch M3.3 (OBD I) * Bosch M5.2 (OBD II) * Bosch M5.2.1
(OBD II) * Bosch M5.2.1 (OBD II / LEV) * Bosch ME 7.2 (OBD II) Automatic transmissions *
A5S 560Z * A5S 440Z
Electrical issues in European cars can be intimidating. The Hack Mechanic Guide to European
Automotive Electrical Systems shows you how to think about electricity in your car and then
take on real-world electrical problems. The principles discussed can be applied to most
conventional internal-combustion-engined vehicles, with a focus on European cars spanning
the past six decades.Drawing on The Hack Mechanic's wisdom and experience, the 38
chapters cover key electrical topics such as battery, starter, alternator, ignition, circuits, and
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relays. Through a practical and informal approach featuring hundreds of full-color illustrations,
author Rob Siegel takes the fear-factor out of projects like making wire repairs, measuring
voltage drops, or figuring out if you have a bad fuel pump relay. Essential tools such as
multimeters (DVOM), oscillosopes, and scan tools are discussed, with special attention given
to the automotive multimeter needed to troubleshoot many modern sensors. You'll get step-bystep troubleshooting procedures ranging from safely jump starting a battery to diagnosing
parasitic current drain and vehicle energy diagnosis. And you'll find detailed testing procedures
for most problematic electrical components on your European car such as oxygen sensors,
crankshaft and camshaft sensors, wheel speed sensors, fuel pumps, solenoids, and actuators.
Reading wiring diagrams and decoding the German DIN standard are also covered.Whether
you are a DIY mechanic or a professional technician, The Hack Mechanic Guide to European
Automotive Electrical Systems will increase your confidence in tackling automotive electrical
problem-solving.This book applies to gasoline and diesel powered internal combustion engine
vehicles. Not intended for hybrid or electric vehicles.
Unbeatable BMW is the comprehensive history of BMW competition from 1917 through 1997.
The first edition of Unbeatable BMW became a cult classic among enthusiasts, but its
coverage was restricted to the years 1959-79. Now, this astounding story has been massively
expanded by the author in a hardcover format, richly illustrated in full color. Jeremy Walton
weaves together the tale of BMW's engineering know-how, daredevil drivers, inimitable team
leaders, and the cars they championed and drove to the winner's circle. Behind BMW's envied
reputation and the whirling-propeller badge are such legends as the prewar BMW 328 sports
cars and the 1990s 200 m.p.h. McLaren/BMW V12s. Unbeatable BMW also gives first-hand
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tales of BMW's aviation and motorcycling deeds. Included are gripping accounts of the
preparation and track-side action for such emotive winners as the diminutive BMW 700 coupes
to the 1800 "Tisa" and 2002s. Walton sweeps through the 1970s "Batmobile" 3.0 CSL
lightweight racing coupes, then explores the best-selling 3-series in every race category.
Walton also covers the unexpected success of the 5- and 6-series, the latter against Jaguar.
Unbeatable BMW recalls the establishment of BMW's Motorsport division, and the thrill of the
first M-Powered cars. From M1 onward, the author details the burgeoning M-brand, how
MPower won the first world title for a turbocharged car (1983), and the years as the backbone
of European Formula 2. The book's 582 pages are packed with detail to thrill the heart of the
most ardent BMW fan, from meticulous photo captions listing car, driver, and race date, to six
appendices covering the competition cars since 1960, drivers' accomplishments, and
powerplant specifications. In short, if BMW has raced, rallied, or flown their products in
competition, Unbeatable BMW gives the full, behind-the-scenes story in this compelling
account of the marque's motorsports history.
This BMW Repair Manual: 3 Series (E46): 1999-2005 is a comprehensive source of service
information and technical specifications available for the BMW E46 platform 3 Series models
from 1999 to 2005. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this manual
will help you understand, care for and repair your car. Though the do-it-yourself 3 Series owner
will find this manual indispensable as a source of detailed maintenance and repair information,
the owner who has no intention of working on his or her car will find that reading and owning
this manual will make it possible to discuss repairs more intelligently with a professional
technician. BMW E46 models and engines covered in this repair manual: * 323i/Ci (M52 TU,
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2.5 liter engine) * 328i/Ci (M52 TU, 2.8 liter engine) * 325i/Ci/xi (M54 / M56, 2.5 liter engine) *
330i/Cis/xi (M54, 3.0 liter engine) * M3 (S54, 3.2 liter Motorsport engine)
With a Haynes manual, you can do it yourselfâ?¿from simple maintenance to basic repairs.
Haynes writes every book based on a complete teardown of the motorcycle. We learn the best
ways to do a job and that makes it quicker, easier and cheaper for you. Our books have clear
instructions and hundreds of photographs that show each step. Whether you're a beginner or a
pro, you can save big with Haynes! -Step-by-step procedures -Easy-to-follow photos
-Complete troubleshooting section -Valuable short cuts -Model history and pre-ride checks in
color -Color spark plug diagnosis and wiring diagrams -Tools and workshop tips section in
color Complete coverage for your BMW R1200 Twins, 2004 thru 2009 -Routine Maintenance
-Tune-up procedures -Engine, clutch and transmission repair -Cooling system -Fuel and
exhaust -Emissions control -Ignition and electrical systems -Brakes, wheels and tires -Steering,
suspension and final drive -Frame and bodywork -Wiring diagrams
The BMW 5 Series (E39) Service Manual: 1997-2003 is a comprehensive source of service
information and specifications for BMW 5 Series models from 1997 to 2003. The aim
throughout this manual has been simplicity, clarity and completeness, with practical
explanations, step-by-step procedures and accurate specifications. Whether you are a
professional or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this manual will help you understand, care for and
repair your E39 5 Series. Engines covered * 6-cylinder engines: M52, M52 TU, M54 * V-8
engines: M62, M62 TU Fuel injection systems covered: * Bosch M 5.2, M 5.2.1, ME 7.2 *
Siemens MS 41.0, MS 42.0, MS 43.0 Manual transmissions covered: * Getrag S5D 250G, S6S
420G * ZF S5D 320Z Automatic transmissions covered: * A4S 270R, A4S 310R * A5S 360R,
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A5S 390R * A5S 325Z * A5S 560Z, A5S 440Z
For over 25 years Rob Siegel has written a monthly column called "The Hack Mechanic" for
the BMW Car Club of America's magazine Roundel. In Memoirs of a Hack Mechanic, Rob
Siegel shares his secrets to buying, fixing, and driving cool cars without risking the kids' tuition
money or destroying his marriage. And that's something to brag about considering the dozens
of cars, including twenty-five BMW 2002s, that have passed through his garage over the past
three decades. With a steady dose of irreverent humor, Memoirs of a Hack Mechanic blends
car stories, DIY advice, and cautionary tales in a way that will resonate with the car-obsessed
(and the people who love them).
The BMW X3 (E83) Service Manual: 2004-2010 contains in-depth maintenance, service and
repair information for the BMW X3 from 2004 to 2010. The aim throughout has been simplicity
and clarity, with practical explanations, step-by-step procedures and accurate specifications.
Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this manual helps you
understand, care for and repair your BMW. Engines covered: M54 engine: 2.5i, 3.0i
(2004-2006) N52 engine: 3.0si, xDrive 30i (2007-2010) Transmissions covered: Manual: ZF
GS6-37BZ (6-speed) Automatic: GM A5S390R (5-speed) Automatic: GM GA6L45R (6-speed)
A practical restoration manual on the E36, the 3 Series BMWs built between 1990 & 1999.
Covers all models from the 316 compact to the M3. Advice is given on acquiring a good preowned example plus restoring & modifying engines, bodywork, trim, electrics, suspension &
mechanical parts. Detailed information on Alpina & M3 cars. A total of 148 fully illustrated
colour and black & white
From the exotic M1 and 850Csi to the popular 3. 5- and 7-Series sports luxury tourers, this allPage 12/13
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color Buyer's Guide points the way through the full history of the BMW marque, and offers
valuable specifications, production numbers, investment advice, and more. Take the "ultimate
driving machine" out for a test drive before you buy! Comparable title; Illustrated BMW Buyer's
Guide, 2nd ed (0-87938-754-8)
The BMW 5 Series (E60, E61) Service Manual: 2004-2010 contains in-depth maintenance,
service and repair information for the E60 and E61 platform BMW 5 Series models from 2004
to 2010. The aim throughout has been simplicity and clarity, with practical explanations, stepby-step procedures and accurate specifications. Whether you're a professional or a do-ityourself BMW owner, this manual helps you understand, care for and repair your BMW.
Models covered 525i and 530i * M54 engine (2004-2005) * N52 engine (2006-2007) 528i *
N52K engine (2008-2010) 535i * N54 twin turbo engine (2008-2010) 545i * N62 V8 engine
(2004-2005) 550i * N62 TU V8 engine (2006-2010)
Information on routine servicing and repair for the DIY mechanic, with tasks described and
photographed in a step-by-step sequence.
BMW 5 Series (E60, E61) Service Manual: 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010: 525i,
525xi, 528i, 528xi, 530i, 530xi, 535i, 535xi, 545i, 550i
S40 Saloon & V40 Estate, inc. T4 & special/limited editions. Does NOT cover new S40/V50
range introduced Mar 2004 or bi-fuel models. Petrol: 1.6 litre (1588cc), 1.8 litre (1731, 1783 &
1834cc), 1.9 litre (1855cc) & 2.0 litre (1948cc), inc. GDI & Turbo.
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